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understanding the quantum mechanics of solvation as the
simplest possible quantum solute. Starting from the ﬁrst
observations of the solvated electron in ammonia by Davy5 in
1808 and Weyl6 in 1864, the solvated electron, and more
speciﬁcally, the hydrated electron,7,8 have generated much
curiosity and interest in the science community. Despite the
vast body of work on the subject, several properties of the
solvated electron are still not fully understood and many
important questions remain. For example, the precise nature of
the local solvation environment9−16 and the variation of this
environment with solvent are of considerable interest.17−19
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tional methodologies for probing the structure, energetics and
dynamics of this class of clusters and how these properties
change with size. Advancements in gas-phase experimental
techniques have been crucial to the development of our
understanding of electron solvation in mesoscopic systems and
are at the forefront of modern research in this area. In a
complementary fashion, computational chemistry has also
provided molecular-level insight into the nature of these
clusters. As always, the combination of theory and experiment
gives the richest description of electron solvation in ﬁnite
systems.

With all the insight brought from the cluster studies, these
methods are not without their shortcomings. With the
exception of the alkali-doped clusters mentioned above,
experiments typically involve anionic molecular beams which
have very low particle densities, typically <106 cm−3, and often
much lower when dealing with large clusters (n > 100). These
low target densities render the most common experimental
tools for investigating solvated electrons in liquids such as
transient absorption spectroscopy unusable, as they require
measuring the (small) depletion of a parent signal. Instead,
action spectroscopies, such as predissociation and photoelectron spectroscopy must be employed.
A more fundamental question in cluster studies of electron
solvation is exactly how to extrapolate cluster measurements
into meaningful comparisons to measured or calculated values
in bulk matter. Classical electrostatic models of continuous
dielectric media oﬀer a guide to understanding the materialand size-speciﬁc properties of solvent clusters but are often not
eﬀective a priori. Nonetheless, qualitative predictions from
these models have been used to explain electron binding
energies34 and internal conversion lifetimes35 in various solvent
clusters with reasonable success.
One concern in comparing cluster and bulk experiments is
the ill-deﬁned nature of the cluster temperature. In the majority
of anion cluster experiments to date, the clusters are formed in
a continuous or pulsed free jet expansion. The resulting
temperature of the clusters is often approximated using the
“evaporative ensemble” of Klots,36,37 wherein a cluster
temperature can be estimated based on its experimental
lifetime and cohesion energy (the decrease in energy obtained
after increasing size by one cluster unit). For the cluster to be
seen in an experiment, it cannot have more internal energy than
would be required for that unit to break apart (evaporate)
before the observation time, thus allowing for an upper bound
on the temperature. Anion beam temperatures can vary
signiﬁcantly based on the source conditions, but are typically
around 100−200 K. The issue of cluster temperature has
recently begun to be addressed38−40 by the cluster community
with the addition of radio frequency electrostatic traps and ion
guides which allow for the anions to be collisionally
equilibrated with a low-pressure buﬀer gas to attain a welldeﬁned temperature prior to interrogation.
Another cautionary issue in extrapolating cluster studies to
the bulk is that one is often comparing results from rather
diﬀerent experimental techniques. This gap has narrowed
considerably in recent years with the development of
photoelectron spectroscopy of liquid microjets.41,42 It is now
possible, for example, to measure the binding energy of solvated
electrons in microjets and compare these results to electron
binding energies in solvent cluster anions. This point is
considered in more detail below and elsewhere in this volume.
There are still many open questions about the solvated
electron in clusters. Possibly the most controversial in recent
years is that of the location of the excess electron: does the
electron localize on the surface or does it bind internally,
perhaps in a cavity? This issue has been addressed in many
recent experimental and theoretical studies, and is considered in
detail throughout this article.

2.1. Cluster Formation, Electron Attachment, and Mass
Spectrometry

The generation of solvated electron clusters typically begins in a
supersonic molecular beam, in which a mixture of solvent
species with rare gas atoms is expanded into vacuum. In a free
jet, cluster formation is induced by cooling in the expansion.
For anionic cluster beams, electrons must be introduced into
the free jet expansion. This can be done using a hot ﬁlament
coupled to an ionizer43 or electron gun,44−46 an electric
discharge,47 laser ablation of a solid target,48 or by utilizing
collisions between rare gas atoms in high Rydberg states and
solvent clusters to drive electron attachment.49,50 The
mechanism of cluster formation depends on the details of the
ion source. For example, in anion sources based on an electron
gun, fairly high energy (200 eV to 1 keV) electrons are injected
into the free jet, which can subsequently ionize the carrier gas,
producing slow secondary electrons. These electrons can then
produce negative ions by dissociative attachment of small
molecules or by attachment to neutral clusters, which then cool
by evaporation.
Early experiments51 on solvated electron clusters were done
using continuous ion beams, but in recent years, pulsed sources
have gained popularity.52 High-pressure and high-repetition
rate pulsed valves, such as pulsed piezoelectric53 or solenoid54
valves are desirable for the formation of cold clusters and for
ultrafast spectroscopy experiments, which utilize laser pulse
trains from 0.5 to 10 kHz. Other approaches used to generate
solvated electron clusters include gas aggregation sources40 and
the ionization/evaporation of solvent molecules from liquid jets
in vacuum.55
Mass spectrometry plays a key role in anion cluster
experiments, as it is used to characterize the distribution of
clusters produced by the ion source and to select the ion of
interest by mass. Continuous mass selectors such as quadrupole
mass spectrometers or Wien ﬁlters can be used in conjunction
with both continuous and pulsed ion sources and are the
favored method in spectroscopy experiments based on
continuous wave (cw) lasers.56 Time-of-ﬂight (TOF) mass
spectrometry, generally based on the Wiley−McLaren57 design,
is often better-suited to experiments based on pulsed ion
sources and pulsed lasers owing to the longitudinal (temporal)
focusing properties of the spectrometer. Time-of-ﬂight mass
spectrometers often include an additional reﬂectron mass
analyzer58,59 to achieve higher mass resolution or to perform
mass analysis on ion fragments produced in photodissociation
experiments.44
2.2. Photoelectron Spectroscopy (PES) and Photoelectron
Imaging (PEI)

2. METHODS FOR INVESTIGATING SOLVENT
CLUSTER ANIONS
Since solvated electron clusters Sn− are the subject of much of
this review, this section focuses on experimental and computa-

Extensive experimental work on solvated electron clusters has
been done using variants of anion photoelectron spectroscopy
(PES),60 the principles of which are illustrated in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Schematics for one-photon anion photoelectron spectroscopy (a) and time-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy and imaging (b).

respectively. Isotropic emission results in β2 = 0. Higher
photon-order photodetachment results in the transfer of
additional angular momentum which allows the β parameters
to take on other values beyond this range.
The ﬁrst anion photoelectron spectroscopy experiments used
cw intracavity radiation to photodetach negative ions and a
hemispherical analyzer to measure the electron kinetic energy
distribution.65 The high circulating power of the intracavity
laser (>100 W) is needed to compensate for the low ion
density in these experiments and the restricted angular
acceptance of the hemispherical analyzer. Originally, detection
was not multiplexed; only one kinetic energy was collected at a
time, but the later incorporation of position-sensing microchannel plate (MCP) detectors enabled photoelectron
collection over a wider range of eKE.66 An eKE resolution of
5 meV is achievable with this arrangement.67 A photoelectron
spectrometer of this general design was used by Bowen46,51 to
obtain the ﬁrst photoelectron spectra of (H2O)n− and (NH3)n−
clusters.
Many anion photoelectron spectrometers built since the
1980s use pulsed lasers for photodetachment, in part because
these lasers can more easily produce higher photon energies
than intracavity cw lasers. These spectrometers generally use
time-of-ﬂight methods for electron energy analysis. In the
simplest implementation of photoelectron TOF, the photoelectrons travel through a ﬁeld-free ﬂight region, typically a
shielded μ-metal tube, 50−100 cm long, where they spread in
space according to their kinetic energies imparted upon
detachment, and the diﬀerences in their arrival times at a
microchannel plate detector are converted into measured
kinetic or binding energy spectra.68,69 TOF photoelectron
analysis is multiplexed, in that signal is measured over the entire
eKE range for each laser shot. The energy resolution can be as
high as 8−10 meV. The collection eﬃciency is determined by
the solid angle subtended by the MCP detector at a ﬁxed
distance from the laser interaction region. For 70 mm diameter
MCPs and a ﬂight length of 100 cm, the collection eﬃciency is
10−3. The PAD can be extracted by measuring TOF spectra
with the laser polarization parallel and perpendicular to the axis
of the ﬂight tube.70 Field-free TOF was used by Johnson and
co-workers71 to measure PE spectra of (H2O)n− clusters.

Mass-selected anions are photodetached by absorption of one
or more photons to a neutral manifold of ﬁnal states. The
resulting electron kinetic energy (eKE) distribution is
measured. For direct detachment with photon energy hν, the
corresponding electron binding energy (eBE) is given by
(1)

eBE = hv − eKE

In PES, transitions to all neutral states energetically accessible
via detachment of a single electron (one-electron transitions)
are allowed. Within an electronic band, the distribution of
vibrational levels produced by photodetachment is generally
(but not always61,62) governed by the Franck−Condon overlap
of the initial vibrational state of the anion (|vi⟩) and ﬁnal
vibrational state of the neutral (|vi⟩),
I ∝ |⟨vf |vi⟩|2

(2)

The photoelectron spectrum directly yields the electron
aﬃnity of the neutral when the transition between the
vibrational ground states of the anion and neutral is resolved;
this is equivalent to the adiabatic detachment energy (ADE) of
the anion. When vibrational structure is not resolved, the ADE
can be estimated from the onset of the photoelectron spectrum.
Another very useful quantity is the vertical detachment energy
(VDE), which corresponds to the eBE at the maximum of a
photoelectron band. This quantity corresponds to the energy
required to detach the electron with no nuclear rearrangement.
The VDE is readily obtained even if no vibrational structure is
resolved as is often the case in the photoelectron spectra of
solvent cluster anions.
The photoelectron angular distribution (PAD) is also of
interest. Assuming a randomly oriented cluster distribution, the
PAD at a given eKE is given by63,64
σ (eKE)
dσ(eKE, θ )
= total
dΩ
4π

m

∑ β2i(eKE)P2i(cos θ)
i=1

(3)

where θ is the angle between the emitted electron and the laser
polarization, m is the number of photons absorbed in the
process, σtotal is the total photodetachment cross section, β2i are
the anisotropy parameters containing the angular momentum
information, and P2i are the even Legendre polynomials. For a
single-photon process, β2 ranges continuously between +2 and
−1, representing an outgoing p-wave and an s+d wave,
5555
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The collection eﬃciency of a TOF spectrometer can be
dramatically increased using a “magnetic bottle” analyzer,
comprising an inhomogeneous, axially symmetric magnetic ﬁeld
from a permanent magnet and a long solenoid ﬂight tube.72−74
The magnetic ﬁeld makes the electrons traveling toward the
detector parallel by coupling to their axial velocity components
via the Lorentz force. This translates photoelectron speed to a
TOF but with a much higher collection eﬃciency, around
∼50% owing to the enhanced acceptance angle (2π steradians).
One generally cannot obtain PADs using a magnetic bottle
TOF spectrometers. Moreover, while the intrinsic energy
resolution of a magnetic bottle analyzer is comparable to ﬁeldfree TOF, the energy resolution in an anion beam experiment
using beam energies of 1−2 keV is much worse owing to
Doppler eﬀects75 unless the anions are decelerated signiﬁcantly
prior to photodetachment. Spectrometers with magnetic bottle
analyzers have been used by Kaya and co-workers48,76 to
measure PE spectra of (benzene) n− , (toluene) n −, and
(CH3CN)n− clusters, and by Maeyama et al.77,78 to study
electron solvation in clusters of primary amides.
Another more recent approach to anion photoelectron
spectroscopy, photoelectron imaging (PEI), was pioneered by
Bordas,79,80 Sanov,81,82 and their co-workers. These experiments build upon the photofragment and photoelectron
imaging studies ﬁrst carried out by Chandler83,84 and Helm,85
respectively, and the discovery of velocity-map imaging (VMI)
by Parker and co-workers,86 which greatly improved the energy
resolution of both photoion and photoelectron imaging.
In anion PEI, mass-selected ions are photodetached in a DC
ﬁeld of several hundred V/cm and the electrons are accelerated
toward an MCP detector coupled to a phosphor screen. The
resulting image of the photoelectrons is recorded by a CCD
camera. The image is the projection of the three-dimensional
photoelectron velocity distribution onto a two-dimensional
plane; the original 3-D distribution can be recovered using wellestablished methods,87,88 yielding the photoelectron kinetic
energy and angular distributions. Photoelectron imaging oﬀers
high collection eﬃciency with a typical energy resolution of 2−
5%. The Neumark group has used PEI to obtain photoelectron
kinetic energy spectra and angular distributions of (H2O)n−,
(CH3OH)n−, (CH3CN)n−, and (THF)n− clusters.89−92

hν

Sn− → Sn − 1− + S
hν

Sn−·Ar → Sn− + Ar

(4)

These experiments are typically carried out in a tandem mass
spectrometer, in which parent ions are mass-selected prior to
interacting with the IR source, and either depletion of parent
ions or production of daughter ions is monitored with a second
mass analyzer.
The binding energy of an Ar atom to a cluster anion is much
smaller than the binding energy for a solvent molecule S, so
absorption of a single IR photon is suﬃcient to induce Ar
evaporation. As a result, experiments with Ar-tagged clusters
can be readily performed using table-top IR lasers, which can
now extend down to IR frequencies as low as 600 cm−1.96 In a
recent advance by the Johnson group,97 double resonance
spectroscopy using two infrared pulses has been used to unravel
the contributions of multiple isomers of small water cluster
anions to the infrared spectrum.
For cold, bare cluster anions, multiple IR photon absorption
is often needed to evaporate a solvent molecule. Experiments
on these species have been performed with considerable
success using tunable infrared free electron lasers, for which the
peak power is substantially higher than for table-top systems.98
An alternative approach developed by the Williams group99,100
measures infrared spectra of bare ions in a Fourier-transform
ion cyclotron resonance spectrometer, where ions excited by a
single tunable infrared photon dissociate owing to additional
internal energy from blackbody radiation.101
2.4. Time-Resolved PES/PEI

The experimental methods described above probe the
energetics and structure of solvent cluster anions and related
species. Time-resolved dynamics in these clusters are also of
considerable interest, particularly as a point of comparison with
ultrafast experiments on bulk solvated electrons. Time-resolved
photoelectron spectroscopy (or imaging), TRPES (or TRPEI),
is a powerful method for probing femtosecond dynamics in
clusters. Several reviews102−104 have been written on this
subject. TRPES is well-suited to the study of anions because the
binding energy of the excess electron is generally below typical
photon energies produced by table-top femtosecond laser
systems.
A typical time-resolved photoelectron experiment on mass
selected anions is

2.3. Infrared Spectroscopy

Anion photoelectron spectroscopy yields electron binding
energies and, in many cases, resolved vibrational progressions
for polyatomic molecules and some clusters. However, for
complex cluster anions such as Sn− clusters, PES typically does
not yield vibrational structure, primarily because the anion and
neutral equilibrium geometries are very diﬀerent, resulting in
long progressions in low frequency modes that are not resolved
in the PE spectrum. Infrared (IR) action spectroscopy, on the
other hand, has been quite successful in generating vibrationally
resolved spectra in clusters as large as (H2O)50− (ref 93.) and
therefore serves as an excellent structural probe of Sn− clusters
and related species.
The most general variant of IR action spectroscopy for
studying anionic clusters is IR predissociation spectroscopy.94,95
Here, absorption of one or more infrared photons is detected
through dissociation of either a pure solvent cluster anion or a
cluster complexed to one or more Ar atoms or another weakly
bound species

hνpump

Δt , hνprobe

Sn− ⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯→ Sn−* ⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯→ Sn + e−

(5)

with more information provided in Figure 1. The anion is
electronically excited with a femtosecond laser pulse (called the
“pump” pulse). The nascent nonstationary state then evolves
on the excited state potential energy surface until a second
femtosecond laser pulse (the “probe” pulse) detaches the
electron into the continuum, and the resulting photoelectron
spectrum is collected. The time delay Δt between the pump
and probe pulses can be precisely controlled, allowing the
dynamics to be monitored in real-time. The time-evolving
photoelectron spectrum can probe dissociation on the excited
state, vibrational wave packet motion on the excited or ground
electronic states, and radiationless transitions between the
initially excited state and lower-lying electronic states; each of
these processes has its own signature in TRPES.104 The ability
to follow radiationless transitions versus pump−probe delay
provides an extremely useful and general probe of relaxation in
5556
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interesting computational challenges from the perspective of
quantum chemistry, as detailed in several review articles.109−111
Most theoretical work to date has focused on water cluster
anions, although methanol and other solvent cluster anions
have recently been treated as well. Pure quantum chemistry
approaches based on ab initio electronic structure calculations
are challenging because the wave function for the excess
electron in these clusters tends to be quite diﬀuse, thus
requiring a large basis set to describe the electron and its
interactions with solvent species in the cluster.112,113 This
situation is complicated by the presence of multiple low-lying
isomers with similar energies, particularly in the case of water
cluster anions.114,115 Hence, when a minimum energy structure
is located, it is often an open question as to whether this
structure corresponds to a local or global minimum. As a result,
most fully quantum electronic structure calculations have been
carried out on small clusters with ten or fewer solvent
molecules, although calculations on considerably larger cluster
anions are becoming more frequent.78,116−118
An alternative theoretical approach to solvent cluster anions
is based on one-electron models.109 These calculations
generally make use of pseudopotentials that represent the
interaction of an electron with a single solvent molecule, with
empirical corrections added in to conﬁne the electron, account
for long-range electron−solvent interactions, etc.13,106,119−121
The electron−solvent interaction, governed by the pseudopotential, is treated quantum mechanically, while the remaining
interactions are treated either classically or with a mixture of
quantum and classical mechanics. The construction of suitable
pseudopotential functions is nontrivial, as it involves designing
an analytical expression that is designed to ﬁt calculated
energies for the electron−solvent interaction. Several of these
one-electron models allow for polarization of the solvent by the
excess electron.109 The Drude model goes one step further and
accounts for dispersion interactions between the electron and
solvent molecules.122 However, once a suitable one-electron
model is developed, it can be applied to large cluster anions
comprising hundreds of solvent molecules123,124 as well as to
the spectroscopy and dynamics of electrons in bulk
solvents.25,125−127 Calculations of this type, for example, were
used in the pioneering work of Landman, Jortner, and coworkers in which the existence of internal and surface-bound
electrons in water cluster anions was predicted,108 and in
similar work on ammonia cluster anions by Klein and coworkers.128
Several recent theoretical treatments have explored dynamics
in solvent cluster anions, with particular focus on how electrons
attach to neutral clusters and whether an excess electron
initially inside a cluster remains inside or moves toward the
surface. Fully quantum mechanical ab initio molecular
dynamics have been performed on clusters as large as
(H2O)35−,129 while calculations based on one-electron models
have explored dynamics in considerably larger clusters.130−132
As discussed in speciﬁc examples below, these calculations have
highlighted the role of cluster temperature on the binding motif
and energetics of the excess electron.

electronically excited solvated cluster anions, as described in
more detail below.
Energy resolution must, invariably, be sacriﬁced for temporal
resolution due to the energy spread of the femtosecond pulses,
but solvated electron clusters generally exhibit very wide
photoelectron spectra regardless of the laser bandwidth so the
loss of information is minimized. A relative resolution of ΔE/E
≈ 5% is easily achievable even with ∼30 fs laser pulses.
Harmonic generation or optical parametric ampliﬁcation is
employed to provide the necessary photon energies with
minimal pulse stretching. The dynamical process of interest
dictates the temporal resolution; this can vary from sub-100femtoseconds for internal conversion processes to several
nanoseconds for electron solvation following charge injection
from iodide. Modern tabletop femtosecond laser systems with
pulse widths of 30 fs are perfectly suited to study these
processes.
2.5. Theory of Electron Solvation in Clusters

Theoretical studies on solvated electron clusters have been
invaluable to understanding their structures, energetic and
dynamics. While infrared and photoelectron spectroscopies can
oﬀer a great deal of insight into the binding motifs of smaller
solvated electron clusters, the information they oﬀer becomes
more convoluted and less-well resolved for larger cluster sizes.
Thus being able to visualize their structure and quantify aspects
of their bonding becomes necessary to understand the
transition from the molecular to the bulk regimes.
2.5.1. Dielectric Continuum models. Ideally, a model for
studying the binding and dynamics of an excess electron in a
cluster would include both size and material eﬀects. Dielectric
continuum (DC) theories34,105,106 oﬀer a ﬁrst approximation to
many properties of solvated electron clusters based on their size
and the properties of the bulk liquid. These models assume a
spherical cluster of uniform density with the sphere’s dielectric
properties describable by a small number of parameters which
can be measured or estimated independently. The obvious
drawback is the neglect of molecularity, which for small clusters
is clearly very important. However, good qualitative agreement
has been found with a number of these models and, with the
proper choice of parameters, some properties can be predicted
quantitatively.46,48,76,107 For example, by modeling the solvated
electron cluster as an excess charge within a cavity inside a
dielectric sphere of radius R, the VDEs of solvent cluster anions
can be approximated in cgs units by34,108
VDE(n) =

e2 ⎛
1
2 ⎞⎛ 1
n−1/3 ⎞
⎟
− ⎟⎜ −
⎜1 +
2⎝
r0 ⎠
ε∞
εs ⎠⎝ a0

(6)

where a0 is the electron cavity size, r0 is the average molecular
radius, ε∞ and εs are the optical and static dielectric constants,
respectively, and n is the cluster size (R3 = r03n). The intercept
of this equation is a prediction of the bulk electron binding
energy. Anionic solvent cluster VDEs ﬁt well to lines when
plotted versus n−1/3, so the DC theories oﬀer a good conceptual
framework, if often a poor predictive model. It should be noted
that the supposition of the charge localized within a dielectric
sphere implicitly assumes the validity of the cavity model for
the solvated electron, an assumption that is generally accepted,
but has been called into question.11−16 The reader is referred to
other works in this volume on the cavity nature of the solvated
electron.
2.5.2. Quantum Chemistry, Pseudopotentials, and
Molecular Dynamics. Solvent cluster anions present many

3. WATER
The body of work on the hydrated electron in the bulk, e−aq, is
beyond the scope of this article, but is covered elsewhere within
this volume. The generally accepted picture has e−aq occupying a
quasi-spherical cavity formed by the water network with a
radius of about 2.4 Å.9,125,133 The cavity formed by the solvent
5557
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electron aﬃnity.51,71,148 Subsequent experiments have shown a
relative enhancement of the n = 2, 6, 7, and 11 peaks in the
mass spectra which suggests that these sizes are more stable
relative to others.71,149−151 Interestingly, these “magic numbers” were not seen in a more recent experiment by Scheier,152
in which water cluster anions were formed by attachment to
water-doped He droplets.
The ﬁrst spectroscopic characterization of water cluster
anions came from the photoelectron spectra measured by
Bowen51 for (H2O)n− up to n = 69; subsequent work by
Johnson71 focused on smaller clusters. The PE spectra of
smaller water cluster anions, up to n = 10, exhibit sharp peaks at
low binding energies. Beginning at n = 11, the peaks broaden
and shift to higher binding energies continuously, up to 1.96 eV
for n = 69. The photoelectron spectra of larger (H2O)n−
clusters are characterized by their broad, asymmetric line
shape. The VDEs increase gradually with cluster size, scaling
linearly with the inverse cluster radius, or as n−1/3, as would be
expected for an internally bound electron. Extrapolating to
inﬁnite cluster size along this coordinate yields an estimate for
the bulk electron binding energy of ∼3.25 eV.
Neumark and co-workers153,154 measured photoelectron
spectra of (H2O)n− clusters generated in a pulsed molecular
beam and found that a second binding motif or “isomer” with
substantially lower VDE was formed at higher stagnation
pressures (colder expansion conditions) of the argon carrier
gas. Both the original feature observed by Bowen51 and the new
feature were shown to coexist, with the new isomer dominating
as the stagnation pressure of the Ar carrier gas was raised from
30 psig to 70 psig. Representative photoelectron spectra are
shown in Figure 3 for (D2O)50−. The new feature has a

acts as a potential trap for the electron, deep enough to bind
the electron signiﬁcantly and to support several bound, quasidegenerate excited electronic states.126 The electron is
stabilized predominantly by e−···HO interactions with the
∼4−6 water molecules10,121,134 that form the cavity,135 but also
electrostatically by the outer solvation layers.
The electronic absorption spectrum of e−aq is broad and
featureless, peaking around 720 nm (1.7 eV).136 This band is
primarily attributed to a promotion from an s-like ground state
within the cavity to a manifold of p-like states whose
degeneracy is split by the ﬂuctuations of the solvent
cavity.125,137 The relaxation mechanism for the excited state
has been extensively studied.22 After excitation, the p-like state
can be stabilized prior to internal conversion (IC) and
subsequent ground state relaxation:32,33
τp

τIC

τs

p* → p → s * → s

(7)

This mechanism is shown schematically in Figure 2. The
time scales of each of these processes are a matter of debate.

Figure 2. Energy level diagrams for the relaxation dynamics of bulk
solvated electrons (a) and charge-transfer-to-solvent dynamics in
liquids (b).

Transient absorption experiments21,28,113,138−141 show that the
excited state of e−aq decays rapidly with three distinct time
constants which are compatible with two competing schemes.
The “adiabatic” model25,28,141−143 proposes that the most rapid
time scale (∼50 fs) corresponds to relaxation along the excited
p-state surface (τp), while internal conversion (τIC) takes several
hundred femtoseconds, and the relaxation along the unequilibrated s-state is the slowest step (∼1 ps). Alternatively, the
“nonadiabatic” model21,24,140 suggests that the fastest observable time scale of ∼50 fs is the internal conversion step, and
that the slower steps belong to relaxation on the ground state.
Another series of experiments focuses on the hydration
dynamics of electrons formed in solution by multiphoton
ionization of water or charge-transfer from a solvated
anion;122,144−146 the latter process involves ultraviolet excitation of the well-known charge-transfer-to-solvent (CTTS)
bands for aqueous anions.147 The electron generated by either
mechanism can recombine with its parent or it can diﬀuse away
to become a true solvated electron, requiring the solvent
network to relax around it. These dynamics are notably slower
than excited state relaxation, typically lasting several picoseconds. Sections 3.1 and 3.2 present the cluster analogs of
both types of dynamics experiments.

Figure 3. Photoelectron spectra for (D2O)50− taken with 3.10 eV and
at diﬀerent stagnation pressures of argon, adapted from Verlet et al.89

signiﬁcantly lower binding energy, ranging from 0.51 eV at n =
11 to 1.26 eV at n = 200. The distinct nature of this species
motivated recasting the original feature seen by Bowen as
“isomer I” and calling the new feature “isomer II”. Photoelectron spectra for both isomers were seen for clusters as large
as n = 200. A third even more weakly bound feature termed
“isomer III” was also observed for (D2O)n− clusters, n = 11−50,
at the highest stagnation pressures with a nearly constant
binding energy of ∼0.2 eV. Additional evidence for multiple
isomers was seen in more recent PE spectra reported by
Bowen.155
Figure 4 summarizes the size-dependent VDEs reported for
(H2O)n− clusters from the Neumark group and for other

3.1. Structural Studies of Water Cluster Anions

Water cluster anions, (H2O)n−, were ﬁrst observed by
Haberland in 1984,148 more than 20 years after the discovery
of the bulk hydrated electron.102 While a single water molecule
cannot bind an excess electron on its own, the water dimer
anion was observed to be stable, in that it remains detectable
long enough to be measured (>100 μs), indicating a positive
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Figure 4. Vertical detachment energies versus n−1/3 for the various solvents considered here: (H2O)n− isomer I (black squares), isomer II (red
circles), isomer III (maroon pentagons), adapted from Verlet et al.,89 (CH3OH)n¯ isomer I (green stars), isomer II (pink right-facing triangles)
adapted from Kammrath et al.,221 (NH3)n¯ (purple hexagons) adapted from Sarkas et al.46 and Lee et al.,242 (CH3CN)n¯ isomer I (orange left-facing
triangles), (benzene)n¯ (gray downward triangles), (toluene)n¯ (teal upward triangles) adapted from Mitsui et al.,48,76 (formamide)n¯ (pink
pentagons) adapted from Maeyama, et al.,77 and (THF)n¯ (blue diamonds) adapted from Young et al.92 Solid markers indicate the extrapolated bulk
limits.

(D2O)n− clusters to 10 K and ﬁtting the photoelectron spectra
to multiple Gaussian−Lorentzian proﬁles, von Issendorf and
co-workers40 found that what had previously been deemed
“isomer I” actually comprises two diﬀerent binding motifs at
low temperatures. The more tightly bound feature is associated
with the internally bound electron on the basis of magic
numbers of the low-temperature mass spectrum. This species
extrapolates to a bulk VDE of ∼4 eV, higher than previous
estimates. Recently, the Neumark group157 produced water
cluster anions in adiabatic expansions with neon carrier gas,
which is known to be less eﬃcient than argon at deactivating
vibrational excitation in large molecules.158,159 The resulting
photoelectron spectra showed only isomer I clusters for all Ne
stagnation pressures studied, up to 250 psig.
Related studies on alkali-doped water clusters by Fuke,160
Hertel,161 and others162,163 also give estimates of the bulk
binding energies. In these studies, the valence electron on the
alkali dopant spontaneously dissociates from the atom by the
solvent cluster, M(H2O)n → M+(H2O)n− (where M = Na, Cs),
forming an analog of the hydrated electron cluster. Photoionization of these clusters shows that the ionization potentials
(IPs) rapidly level oﬀ, becoming approximately constant for
relatively small aggregates (e.g., n = 6, for Na).164 Extrapolating
these IPs yields a bulk binding energy of ∼3.2 eV. Williams and
co-workers165,166 have investigated the inverse process, electron
capture by clusters containing multiply charged metal cations,

solvated electron clusters described later in this paper. The
VDEs are plotted versus n−1/3, which should be roughly
proportional to the inverse of the cluster radius. The VDEs for
isomer I largely agree with those of Bowen’s group,155 although
they appear to increase faster with cluster size. Indeed, a change
in slope is observed around n = 25−35; extrapolating from this
size onward yields a higher estimate of the bulk vertical binding
energy of about ∼3.6 eV.
The water cluster anions reported in Bowen’s original work
were attributed to clusters with internally solvated electrons, an
assignment supported by their VDE extrapolation to 3.25 eV, as
this value was considered a reasonable value for the bulk
hydrated electron.51,156 The observation by Neumark of two
coexisting isomers over a wide size range provided further
support for this assignment; based on the calculations by
Barnett et al.108 that found that surface-bound electrons should
exhibit a lower binding energy than internal states, isomer II
was assigned to a surface state of the water cluster, making
isomer I a proper candidate for the internally solvated electron.
However, while there is currently general agreement that
isomer II is a surface state, the nature of isomer I has
engendered more controversy,123 some of which is touched on
below.
Further insights into the nature of isomer I have come from
controlling the ion temperatures using either a radio frequency
trap or changing the carrier gas. By cooling (H2O)n− and
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clusters as large as n = 24 in Ar-tagging experiments.170 The
diﬀuse orbital characteristic of AA binding is likely to lie outside
the cluster, so the observation of the AA infrared signature
suggests surface-binding of the excess electron up to this cluster
size. Experiments using a tunable IR free electron laser to
induce infrared multiple-photon dissociation of bare (H2O)n−
anions showed that while the AA feature diminishes with
increasing cluster size, it was visible up to n = 35 and became
much less distinct in the n = 35−50 size range.93 The transition
around n = 25−35 coincides with the change in the VDE versus
n−1/3 slope, possibly indicating the onset of a fundamental
change in electron binding around this size.
Johnson131,132 has used action spectroscopy in a slightly
higher energy regime to measure electronic absorption spectra
of (H2O)n− clusters. These photodestruction experiments
probed absorption from 0.5 to 2 eV for the cluster size range
n = 15−40. The results, shown in Figure 6, show that the peak

in experiments that probe the energetics and solvation motif of
the added electron.
The electron binding motif for small water cluster anions was
addressed more directly by Johnson and co-workers in a series
of infrared spectroscopy studies on these species. These
experiments were carried out in the OH stretching region
(3000−4000 cm−1)115,167 and water bend region (1500−1700
cm−1)167−169 using Ar-mediated infrared predissociation spectroscopy (eq 4). The most striking result from these studies is
the observation of an unusual binding motif shown in Figure 5a

Figure 6. Electronic absorption spectra for (H2O)n− out to n = 40.
Reprinted with permission from ref 171. Copyright 1997 American
Institute of Physics.

maximum blue-shifts with increasing size over this range, from
0.8 to 1.1 eV, and appear to be converging to the spectrum of
eaq−. The lineshapes of the absorption spectra agree very well
with the measured bulk spectrum and are similar to those of the
photoelectron spectra. Moment analysis133,171 of these spectra
suggest the electron is more diﬀuse than in the bulk, having a
radius of gyration of ∼3.4−3.0 Å over the size range measured
(compare to ∼2.4 Å in liquid water). The size-dependent
evolution of the spectrum is the subject of a 2001 review by
Coe.156
A large body of theoretical work has been carried out on
water cluster anions, much of which is summarized elsewhere
within this volume. The discussion here will be restricted to
studies of larger clusters (>10 water molecules) for which the
primary goal is to understand localization of the excess electron
and ﬁnding the signatures of surface vs internal solvation. This
question was ﬁrst addressed by Barnett et al.93,129,144 using
quantum path-integral Monte Carlo simulations.105,108,172 This
work found that surface binding was energetically lower in
small clusters, 8 ≤ n < 32, while internal solvation was favored
for larger clusters, n ≥ 64. Calculated VDEs for internal states
were roughly twice those of surface-bound electrons, suggesting
that the binding energies would provide the experimental
evidence for the expected internally solvated electrons.
Shortly after the experimental observation of isomer II,
Rossky and co-workers123 showed using mixed quantumclassical simulations that the trends in the photoelectron and

Figure 5. (a) SOMO of the cyclic water tetramer anion calculated with
DFT using B3LYP/6-311++G**(sp) showing the double acceptor
motif. (b) Calculated vibrational spectrum for (H2O)4¯ (feature C)
and for (D2O)4¯ (feature D) at the same level of theory. (c) Analogous
experimental spectra for (H2O)4¯·Ar5 and (D2O)4¯·Ar10, showing good
agreement with theory. Adapted from ref 168. Reprinted with
permission from AAAS.

for (H2O)4−. This structure is based on the experimental and
calculated spectra in Figures 5b and c. Here, the excess electron
resides in a diﬀuse orbital bound primarily to a single water
molecule in a double-acceptor (AA) hydrogen-bonding
conﬁguration with both of its H-atoms pointing into the
electron density. The bend vibration for this water molecule
(AA in Figure 5c) at 1550 cm−1 is signiﬁcantly red-shifted from
its neighbors. Evidence for the AA binding motif is seen for
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∼1.5 ps.129 Most recently, Herbert and co-workers132 have
proposed a new isomer as an intermediate between surface and
truly internal states: a partially embedded electron where the
electron density is signiﬁcant within the solvent network.
Representative structures for each of the isomers of (H2O)40−
in this study are shown in Figure 8. Fully internally bound

optical absorption spectra for water cluster anions could be
explained by assignment of the high-binding energy states to
surface-binding states, and that internalization does not occur
until between n = 100 and n = 200. However, isomer II was also
not explicitly considered in this study, and the calculated VDEs
lie in between the experimental values for each isomer.89
Several other groups have reported electronic structure
calculations in order to explore various electron binding
motifs.117,173−176
The photoelectron angular distributions from isomer I and II
clusters have also been explored.177 The clearest observed trend
is that for isomer I clusters in the size range n = 30−60, direct,
one-photon detachment at 395 nm yields considerably more
anisotropic distributions than resonant two-photon detachment
at 790 nm, with average values for β2 of 0.75 and 0.12,
respectively. The p-like distributions at 395 nm indicate
detachment from an s-like orbital, whereas the nearly isotropic
distributions from resonant two-photon detachment suggest an
intermediate excited state with considerable p-character.63,178
These observations are consistent with assigning the electronic
absorption at 790 nm171 to a p ← s transition of the excess
electron. Interestingly, a similar trend was not seen for isomer
II clusters, where direct detachment at 790 nm and resonant
two-photon detachment at 1650 nm yield similarly anisotropic
angular distributions (β2 ≈ 1.2) over a wide size range, n = 50−
130.
Recent theoretical work118,132 has investigated the correlation between the radius of gyration of the excess electron, its
VDE, and its position relative to the cluster surface.
Jungwirth118 and Herbert132 have shown that the solvated
electron VDE is strongly correlated with its radius of gyration,
with more localized electrons being more strongly bound, as
seen in Figure 7. It is worth noting that the same correlation
between VDE and radius of gyration was observed in negatively
charged methanol clusters.131

Figure 8. Representative structures from each of the four isomers in
(H2O)40− including the partially embedded state: (a) dipole-bound,
(b) surface-bound, (c) partially embedded, (d) internally solvated
electron. Reprinted with permission from ref 132. Copyright 2010
American Chemical Society.

electrons show the largest VDEs, while the partially embedded
states had binding energies between those of internal and
surface electrons. Warmer initial conditions are conducive to
the partial solvation of the electron. Calculated VDEs for these
structures are very similar to those observed for isomer I by
Bowen51 and Neumark,89 whereas true cavity-bound structures
have slightly higher detachment energies, closer to the
cryogenically prepared clusters seen by von Issendorﬀ (isomer
Ib).40
Recent advances in the photoelectron spectroscopy of liquid
jets have allowed for a direct test of the cluster VDE
extrapolations. Bulk vertical detachment energies of 3.3−3.6
eV42,180−182 for electrons in liquid water jets have been
reported and are in reasonable agreement with the VDE
extrapolations of isomer I clusters. In addition, the liquid jet
work carried out by Siefermann et al.42 shows a second peak
with a VDE of 1.6 eV. This energy agrees well with extrapolated
VDEs of isomer II cluster anions, although it is worth noting
that other experimental groups180−182 have not seen the low
VDE peak in liquid jet photoelectron spectra. These results are
discussed in more detail elsewhere in this volume. The more
tightly bound electrons in the liquid jets are from fully solvated
electrons, consistent with assigning at least the large isomer I
clusters to internally solvated structures. The correspondence
between the lower VDE peak in the liquid jet and the isomer II
VDEs has led to the proposal that the former is from electrons
at the jet-vapor interface.42

Figure 7. VDE vs electron radius of gyration in water cluster anions,
showing an inverse relationship. Reprinted with permission from ref
110. Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society.

The inﬂuence of cluster temperature has been the subject of
numerous theoretical studies by Jungwirth,110,118,129,179 and
Rossky.130 Simulations show that electron attachment to cold
water clusters (20−50 K) preferentially forms surface-bound
isomers, as the solvent ﬂuctuations do not have suﬃcient
amplitude to allow the electron to sample the interior of the
cluster. For example, for (H2O)32− with a bath temperature of
20 K, no internalization occurs and only surface-bound states
are seen, but at 300 K, some internalization takes place within

3.2. Dynamics in Water-Based Cluster Anions

The time-resolved dynamics of electrons in water clusters can
be addressed in two diﬀerent but complementary ways. First,
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a time constant of ∼400 fs for n = 25. Feature A, the ground
state population, is initially depleted but then recovers on the
same time scale at which feature D decays. These
complementary dynamics are a clear signature that the cluster
excited state decays by internal conversion to the ground state,
and that the TRPE spectrum thus provides a direct measure of
the IC lifetime. R2PD signal from the ground state is also seen
(C) along with excited state autodetachment (B).177
The excited state lifetimes of isomer I decrease dramatically
as the cluster size increases. Extracted lifetimes for (H2O)n− and
(D2O)n− are shown in Figure 10 as a function of 1/n. The most

probing the relaxation dynamics of electronically excited water
cluster anions (H2O)n¯ allows one to determine excited state
lifetimes in hydrated electron clusters, thus giving insight into
how relaxation of the bulk hydrated electron proceeds. Second,
the dynamics following charge-transfer from iodide in I¯(H2O)n
clusters give insight into the molecular motions associated with
charge-transfer-to-solvent in solution.
The ﬁrst experimental investigation into the lifetime of the
excited state in water cluster anions was performed in 2001 by
Johnson and Cheshnovsky using femtosecond resonant-two
photon detachment (R2PD) spectroscopy.183 In these experiments, a signiﬁcant two-photon detachment signal was detected
using ∼100 fs, 800 nm pulses, ﬁrst appearing around n = 30 and
increasing in intensity through n = 100, as the transition
approached resonance. The lifetime of the upper state was
estimated to be bounded from above by the pulse width, but no
explicitly time-resolved measurements were made.
Time-resolved photoelectron imaging experiments by the
Neumark group43,89,177 on size selected water cluster anions
out to n = 100 directly probed the population dynamics and
energetics of the cluster excited state. Representative timeresolved photoelectron spectra are shown for n = 25 in Figure
9a using hνpump = 1.0 eV and hνprobe = 3.1 eV. Schematic
potential energy surfaces for (H2O)n− detailing the features in
the photoelectron spectra are shown in Figure 9b, indicating
the origin of the four features A−D seen in Figure 9a. Feature
D, representing the excited state population, rises abruptly
when the pump and probe pulses overlap and then decays with

Figure 10. Extracted internal conversion time scales for isomer I of
(H2O)n−, (D2O)n−, (CH3OH)n−, (CH3OD)n−, and (CD3OD)n− vs 1/
n.

notable feature of Figure 10 is the approximately linear nature
of the isomer I relaxation times beginning around n = 25.
Fischer184 has proposed that this 1/n dependence arises from
long-range nonadiabatic coupling of transition dipoles. In this
framework, internal conversion is prompted by coupling
between the OH stretch and s − p transition dipole moments,
leading to a 1/R3 (∝ 1/n) dependence. More recent
experiments with higher temporal resolution and on larger
sizes185 show a change in slope of the lifetimes versus 1/n
around n = 70. Extrapolating beyond this size yields bulk
internal conversion lifetimes of ∼60 and ∼160 fs for H2O and
D2O, respectively. The extrapolated lifetime for (H2O)n−
clusters strongly supports the nonadiabatic model for relaxation
of the bulk hydrated electron outlined in section 3.
While the ﬁrst set of TRPE experiments on water cluster
anions yielded excited state lifetimes only,43,177 the more recent
work185 showed that feature D shifts toward lower eKE prior to
disappearing. The shift is consistent with vibrational relaxation
in the excited state into non-Franck−Condon active modes.
This time-dependent shift is shown in Figure 11 for (D2O)75¯
along with the integrated intensity of peak D. These results are
interpreted to indicate that the time scales for excited state
relaxation (eq 7) and internal conversion are comparable.
Warmer isomer I clusters produced in neon expansions are
found to undergo similar dynamics to those previously
reported, but with even faster internal conversion lifetimes.157
Lifetimes for Isomer I clusters from n = 25−40 are shorter by as
much as 50 fs compared to clusters of the same size made in
argon, appearing to converge with the previously measured
lifetimes at larger sizes. Importantly, the extrapolated bulk
lifetime is again estimated as ∼60 fs for water.

Figure 9. (a) Time-resolved photoelectron spectrum for (H2O)25−
with hνpump = 1.0 eV and hνprobe = 3.1 eV. (b) Schematic potential
energy surfaces showing photoelectron spectra features.
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determined primarily by Franck−Condon factors.188 Because
the Franck−Condon overlap is strongly dependent on the
energy gap between the states, the rate of internal conversion
will dramatically decrease for larger energy diﬀerences.
However, this model may fail for the larger water clusters,
where the short excited state lifetimes (<100 fs) may be a result
of a conical intersection between the potential energy surfaces.
Semiclassical189 and mixed quantum/classical molecular
dynamics190 studies ﬁnd large isotope eﬀects as well, though
the magnitudes of the internal conversion lifetimes calculated
are much larger than those seen experimentally in each case.
3.3. Dynamics in Halide−Water Clusters

A second set of cluster dynamics experiments takes advantage
of the cluster analog to the well-known charge-transfer-tosolvent (CTTS) transition in liquids.147 In hydrated anions
such as iodide, ultraviolet excitation near the detachment
energy accesses the CTTS transition, which ejects the excess
electron into the solvent network, as shown in Figure 2b. The
gas-phase precursors to these CTTS states were ﬁrst observed
in 1996 by Johnson and co-workers191 in I−(H2O)n clusters,
where the absorption cross section peak was observed to
increase from ∼3.5 eV for n = 1 to ∼4.5 eV for n = 4. CTTS
excitation in clusters transfers the electron to the solvent
moiety near the dopant, forming a solvent cluster anion
complexed with neutral iodine. The initial geometry of these
clusters is reasonably well-known from infrared spectroscopy
experiments and the accompanying theory.94 The system just
after photoexcitation can be conceptualized as an iodine−
solvent cluster anion in its ground electronic state but with the
solvent cluster nuclear geometry perturbed to optimally solvate
the ion instead of the electron, a picture conﬁrmed in
theoretical treatments such as those performed by Peslherbe
and co-workers.192,193
153,194−197
In
Neumark and cò a series of experiments,
workers performed time-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy
and imaging to follow the solvation dynamics following charge
transfer from iodide in real time

Figure 11. ⟨eKE⟩ of feature B as a function of pump−probe delay for
(D2O)75¯ showing the change in the excited state spectrum indicating
possible relaxation along the p-state.

Dynamics in water cluster anions were also studied by Zewail
and co-workers,55 who focused on the dynamics of the ground
state following p ← s excitation for n = 15−35. They found that
following internal conversion, relaxation on the ground state
occurs on a ∼300 fs time scale, irrespective of cluster size. The
distribution of that energy, however, takes signiﬁcantly longer,
about 2−10 ps over that size range, decreasing dramatically at
larger sizes. They interpreted these time scales as relaxation of
the ﬁrst and outer solvation layers via intramolecular vibrational
redistribution.
Hertel and co-workers186 monitored the ultrafast relaxation
of solvated electrons in sodium doped neutral water clusters,
Na(H2O)n, for n = 2−40. Similar to the one-photon
experiments by Buck,162−164 the electron is spontaneously
driven from the sodium atom and associates with the solvent
network, resulting in a perturbed solvated electron cluster,
which is then interrogated with pump−probe photofragment
spectroscopy. They ﬁnd that the lifetime of the excited state
decreases dramatically from 1.2 ps for n = 2 to around 100 fs
for clusters n ≈ 22, after which the lifetimes are eﬀectively
constant. Around n = 30, the lifetimes are approximately equal
to those in the bare water cluster anions, possibly indicating the
maximum size where the sodium ion perturbation to the
solvent structure is signiﬁcant.
The key result of the time-resolved experiments on clusters is
the observation of the sub-100 fs internal conversion lifetimes
for the largest clusters. This lifetime is in excellent agreement
with the shortest time scales (30−80 fs) observed in the
transient absorption experiments. Thus it appears the excited
state relaxes via the nonadiabatic pathway described above. The
∼60 fs lifetime is also in good agreement with calculated
internal conversion times for an electron solvated in a dielectric
continuum parametrized for water.187 In addition, both the
∼300 fs and ∼1 ps ground state relaxation time scales measured
by the Zewail55 group are consistent with the nonadiabatic
relaxation mechanism. Our observation of possible relaxation
along the excited surface is still consistent with this model, as
the sub-100 fs internal conversion process is still faster than the
other two time scales observed; the p-state relaxation is simply
faster than what had previously been measured.
The Hertel and Neumark studies showed a very strong
isotope eﬀect for the internal conversion lifetimes, with τD/τH ∼
2.8−3.6, and both groups interpreted this within the context of
the “energy gap” law for internal conversion in which the rate is

In these experiments, which are the cluster analog of Figure
2b, a femtosecond UV (245−266 nm) excitation pulse pumps
the CTTS transition and transfers the electron onto the cluster,
while electrons were detached using an infrared (790 nm)
probe. Figure 12a displays the time-resolved photoelectron
spectrum of I−(D2O)7, which exhibits a temporally evolving
excited state (feature B) bound by only a few hundred
millielectronvolts. For smaller clusters, the UV excitation
energy exceeds the adiabatic detachment energy. Hence, the
excited state can decay by autodetachment (eq 8), producing
very slow electrons (<100 meV) labeled feature A in Figure
12a. The excited state lifetimes with respect to autodetachment
can be obtained by the curves shown in the inset of Figure 12a,
showing the decay of feature B and recovery of feature A. The
complementary dynamics indicated by the two curves conﬁrms
that autodetachment is the primary decay mechanism. The
excited state lifetimes increase with cluster size from ∼0.6 ps for
n = 3 to ∼3 ns for n = 10, reﬂecting the relative stabilities of the
water cluster anion states. For larger clusters,153,196 autodetachment is either too slow to measure or does not occur because
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Theoretical treatments of these cluster dynamics have also
been reported by Sheu202 and Jordan.203
Comparison of the VDEs of the I−(H2O)n excited states at
various pump−probe delays to those of the isomer I and II
(H2O)n− clusters suggests that the binding motif of the electron
changes signiﬁcantly throughout the relaxation process. Initially
following charge-transfer (Δt ≈ 0), the electron is only bound
by a few hundred meV, similar to isomer II water cluster
anions. After the relaxation dynamics are mostly complete (Δt
≫ 0), the VDEs have signiﬁcantly increased, becoming very
similar to those of isomer I clusters, as shown in Figure 12b up
to n = 28.89,153 It appears the clusters isomerize from the
surface bound to the (partially-) internally bound electron
states on few ps time scale.
It was recently observed that the excited state lifetimes in
I−(H2O)n clusters are strongly dependent on the energy used to
pump the CTTS transition.197 The excited state lifetime of
(H2O)6−, for example, decreases from ∼160 ps to ∼75 ps as the
pump energy is increased from 4.55 to 5.06 eV. These results
were interpreted within the framework of a thermionic
emission model proposed by Klots,37 wherein the excess
energy after charge-transfer is redistributed statistically
throughout the vibrational modes of the system. The relative
energetics of the anion and neutral system appear to determine
the autodetachment lifetime, as opposed to speciﬁc geometric
or structural eﬀects.

4. METHANOL
Methanol (CH3OH) is chemically similar and closely related to
water, though many of its properties are very diﬀerent owing to
the broken symmetry of the molecule. Because it only has the
ability to form one hydrogen bond per molecule, the structure
of bulk methanol204 and methanol clusters205 diﬀers signiﬁcantly from that of water and water clusters. Many studies on
the solvated electron in methanol have been conducted in the
bulk,26,206−210 and the consensus is that, like in water, the
electron resides in a quasi-spherical cavity with the OH groups
directed at the electron center of mass.9,211,212 From moment
analysis of the electronic absorption spectrum, the cavity in
methanol has a radius of 2.25−2.28 Å.133,213 The relaxation
dynamics of electrons in methanol have also been measured by
transient absorption experiments where the excess electrons are
created either by multiphoton ionization210 of the solvent or by
CTTS excitation.209 Three-pulse experiments by Thaller et
al.210 show the electron is solvated through an intermediate
“hot” state that thermalizes on a ∼10−20 ps time scale. The
excited state dynamics occur with 2 or 3 time scales, depending
on the pump wavelength,26,208,210 the fastest of which was on
the order of 100−200 fs. The proposed relaxation schemes are
similar to those proposed for water, with similar ambiguities
regarding the time scale for internal conversion vs excited state
relaxation. Photoelectron spectra of solvated electrons in liquid
jets of methanol have been measured by Suzuki and coworkers,214,215 with the most recent work yielding a VDE of
3.38 ± 0.04 eV. Zeuch et al.216 have also estimated the bulk
binding energy of methanol solution by extrapolating the IPs
from Na(CH3OH)n clusters (n = 6−40) and predict the
electron to be bound by 3.19 eV, close to the liquid jet value.
Clusters of neutral methanol have been studied using
infrared predissociation spectroscopy,205,217 neutron spectroscopy218 and DFT calculations,219 but the negative ions,
(CH 3 OH) n ¯ have received little attention until quite
recently.220 Neutral methanol clusters exist in structures

Figure 12. (a) Time-resolved photoelectron spectrum of I−(D2O)7
with hνpump = 4.71 eV and hνprobe = 1.57 eV. (b) Size dependence of
early (t ≈ 0, ﬁlled red circles) and late (Δt ≫ 0, ﬁlled black circles)
VDEs of I−(H2O)n following absorption in the CTTS band, along with
VDEs of bare isomer I, II, and III water cluster anions.

the total internal energy of the photoexcited excited clusters is
insuﬃcient to eject an electron.
The solvation dynamics are revealed by tracking the
maximum of the excited state feature and converting it to a
time-dependent VDE: VDE(t) = hνprobe − eKEmax(t). The VDE
ﬁrst rapidly (∼200 fs) decreases by 30−400 meV before
recovering to a maximum over the next 1−2 ps.196 The
magnitude of these changes increases with cluster size. After
reaching a maximum, the VDE then falls by ∼50 meV for all
cluster sizes over the next ∼10 ps. The ﬁrst drop in VDE occurs
rather quickly, before any signiﬁcant solvent relaxation can
occur. Calculations by Peslherbe193 on I−(H2O)5 suggest that
the initial drop in VDE arises from electron and solvent
dynamics from a repulsive interaction between the detached
electron and nearby solvent molecules. The strong sizedependence of the second energy shift indicates that it
originates from changes in the solvent structure. Indeed,
solvent motions are seen in the excited state simulations by
Takayanagi198,199 and Kim.200 Conversely, the ﬁnal ∼50 meV
decrease in VDE is independent of cluster size. This shift could
be due to the ejection of the neutral iodine from the cluster, as
iodine has been shown to stabilize water clusters by a similar
amount.201 As discussed above, over this size range the anionic
water clusters are characterized as surface states, so with the
iodide on the surface, the cluster does not have to undergo
severe reorganization to accommodate the excess charge.
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at the center of the cluster or with the methyl-rich surface
through collective polarization interactions. Several key properties of methanol cluster anions are recovered in the simulations
which support the assignments proposed in the photoelectron
study. Speciﬁcally, the two states have vastly diﬀerent binding
energies. For example, the internally bound electron for the n =
512 cluster is bound by ∼2.9 eV while the surface state is only
bound by 0.75 eV. The surface states are diﬀuse with large radii
of gyration (8−10 Å), which is consistent with the lower
binding energies and narrow photoelectron spectra of isomer II.
Internal solvation is only seen for larger sizes (n > 128), similar
to the delayed onset of isomer I states in the clusters (n > 140)
in the study by Neumark.221 Linear evolution of the binding
energy with n−1/3 is also seen in the simulations allowing for
comparison to the bulk binding energy. Indeed, extrapolating
Turi’s warm (200 K) internally bound and surface bound
electron binding energies yields bulk estimates of ∼3.5 and 1.1
eV, respectively. The bulk estimate for the internally bound
state is also higher than that from simulations of the electron in
liquid methanol, about 2.4 eV at 200 K, likely due to the neglect
of long-range interactions.131
The relative stability of the two states is revealed in the
solvation dynamics for diﬀerently prepared initial electron
distributions and for diﬀerent sizes, as explored by Mones et
al.131 An electron initially launched from the cluster interior
diﬀuses toward the surface in smaller sizes (n < 128), while in
larger systems it remains internally localized. On the other
hand, when the electron is placed at the cluster surface at the
beginning of the simulation, it tends to remain on the interface,
maintaining its large radius of gyration in smaller systems.
However, solvation of an initially surface-bound electron does
occur in larger clusters at 200 K, as the wave function
penetrates into the cluster and contracts, resulting in a larger
binding energy. Snapshots of the electron solvation process are
shown in Figure 14.
Additional insight into the inﬂuences of the molecular
environment on solvated electron clusters can be gained from
investigating the excited state dynamics of (CH3OH)n−. Large
methanol cluster anions support a bound excited state near 1.55
eV, as evidenced by an R2PD feature at that energy.221 Just as
in water, this state is similarly red-shifted in the clusters relative
to liquid methanol, as the solvated electron in bulk methanol
has its absorption maximum at 1.95 eV (635 nm).223 Turi and
co-workers also show this state for clusters between n = 161
and n = 500, peaking around 2.2−2.3 eV, slightly blue-shifted
from the bulk value, likely because of the lack of excited-state
polarization in the simulations.131,222
As with water cluster anions, time-resolved photoelectron
imaging experiments were carried out on isomer I of
(MeOH)n− (n ≈ 145−535) by the Neumark group.224 The
time-resolved experiments monitor both the ground and
excited state populations and energetics and show clear internal
conversion on a ∼180−270 fs time scale over this size range.
Similar to (H2O)n−, the excited state lifetimes are linear with 1/
n, as shown in Figure 10, possibly due to the same dipolar
coupling proposed by Fischer,184 but the lifetimes are
signiﬁcantly longer than in corresponding water clusters.
Extrapolation to inﬁnite cluster size yields a bulk internal
conversion lifetime of 157 fs, again in agreement with fastest
reported time scales from transient absorption experiments,208,210 and suggesting that the “non-adiabatic” relaxation
mechanism proposed for electrons in water28 also applies to
methanol. This lifetime is also in remarkable agreement with

where the number of hydrogen bonds is maximized, typically
with the hydroxyl groups directed inward toward the cluster
center and methyl groups at the cluster surface;218 this holds at
the liquid−air interface for bulk methanol, as well.214 The
dominance of hydrophobic CH3 groups at the neutral cluster
surface is very diﬀerent from water clusters and might be
expected to favor internal vs surface solvation of an excess
electron.
Photoelectron imaging experiments on methanol cluster
anions produced via supersonic expansion were carried out by
Neumark and co-workers in 2006.221 These experiments
covered a large range of cluster sizes, 71 ≤ n ≤ 460. Similar
to water cluster anions, photoelectron spectra of methanol
cluster anions show evidence for two isomers over a wide size
range depending on the source conditions. Photoelectron
spectra of n = 190 at various stagnation pressures are shown in
Figure 13a, along with spectra of various cluster sizes at 20 psig

Figure 13. (a) Photoelectron spectra of (CH3OH)190− at various
stagnation pressures. (b) Photoelectron spectra taken at 3.10 eV
photon energy at 20 psig stagnation pressure. 13c: Photoelectron
spectra taken at 3.10 eV photon energy at 30 psig stagnation pressure.
Reprinted with permission from ref 221. Copyright 2006 American
Institute of Physics.

(Figure 13b) and 30 psig (Figure 13c). At lower stagnation
pressures (warmer expansion conditions), large ions (n ≈ 140)
are observed with binding energies above 2 eV; as in the case in
water, these are designated isomer I. At higher stagnation
pressures (colder expansion) a more weakly bound isomer
dominates the spectrum, appearing at n ≈ 70 with VDEs
around 0.3−0.5 eV; these are labeled isomer II. Isomers I and II
were assigned to internal and surface bound electrons,
respectively. The isomer II photoelectron spectra are fairly
narrow, only ∼150 meV, suggesting similar anion and neutral
geometries. Extrapolation of the cluster VDEs to inﬁnite size
yields 2.51 eV for isomer I and 0.74 eV for isomer II, with
slopes of −2.25 and 2.41 eV, respectively, as seen in Figure 4.
The existence of two diﬀerent binding motifs was recently
seen in mixed quantum/classical molecular dynamics simulations by Turi and co-workers,124,131 using a newly developed
electron-methanol pseudopotential.222 This work showed that
the electron can be associated either with the hydroxyl groups
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experimentally determined slope of −2.25 eV. Isomer II has a
similar slope of −2.41 eV.90 These comparisons suggest that
the methanol clusters in the anion experiments may be solid
aggregates, though this is seemingly at odds with the agreement
of the internal conversion time scales in the clusters224 with
those measured in liquid methanol.210 Studies on thermally
controlled clusters would greatly aid in resolving this
discrepancy.
Complementary information on electron attachment and
solvation can be monitored experimentally by performing timeresolved experiments on I¯(CH3OH)n clusters. For small
methanol clusters, halide ions such as iodide bind to the
cluster surface by disrupting the hydrogen bond network and
forming multiple OH···I− bonds.226−229 As with water clusters,
the electron can be transferred to the cluster surface by CTTS
excitation and the ensuing solvation dynamics monitored with
TRPEI, in this case for cluster sizes up to n = 11.197,230,231 A
representative time-resolved photoelectron spectrum of
I−(CH3OH)7 is shown in Figure 15a.231
The I−(CH3OH)n time-resolved spectra show signiﬁcant
diﬀerences compared to those in the I−(H2O)n experiments.
The lifetimes of the nascent methanol clusters are considerably

Figure 14. Mechanism for electron solvation in methanol clusters for
(CH3OH)205¯ at T = 200 K as a function of time. The electronic
isosurface represents 80% of the excess electron density. The radius of
gyration (re) and electron−solvent coordination number (Nc) are also
represented. Reprinted with permission from ref 131. Copyright 2011
American Institute of Physics.

the predicted value of 150 fs from the same dielectric solvation
model used with water.187 Interestingly, the internal conversion
lifetimes show a much less pronounced isotope eﬀect (τD/τH ≈
1.1 for CD3OD and CH3OD, see Figure.10), suggesting that
the OH stretching modes do not necessarily dominate the
internal conversion process, and that other modes can
nonadiabatically couple to the transition. Indeed, Turi and
co-workers225 have demonstrated a signiﬁcant nonadiabatic
coupling of the OH bending, CO stretching and CH 3
deformation modes to the internal conversion process. For
water, where there are only OH modes, the coupling of the
higher frequency vibrations may explain the faster relaxation
rate and larger isotope eﬀect relative to methanol.
The recently measured photoelectron binding energy in
liquid methanol highlights an interesting discrepancy with the
cluster data. Liquid jet measurements place the bulk vertical
binding energy at 3.4 eV,215 Turi’s cluster simulations estimate
it to be 3.5 eV,131 and extrapolations from Na(CH3OH)n
clusters predict ∼3.2 eV.164 However, the projection from the
(CH3OH)n¯ isomer I clusters is signiﬁcantly smaller at ∼2.5 eV.
Both Turi and Zeuch attribute the higher binding energy to the
uncertainty in the experimental cluster temperature.131,164
Somewhat better agreement between the extrapolated binding
energies of the simulated surface states and experimental
isomer II clusters is seen, 1.1 and 0.7 eV, respectively. The
slopes of the VDE vs n−1/3 plot can be estimated from dielectric
continuum theory with temperature-sensitive parameters. The
predicted slope decreases signiﬁcantly in magnitude from −4.30
to −2.59 eV when solid parameters are used instead of those
for the liquid, in much better agreement with the

Figure 15. (a) Time-resolved photoelectron spectrum for
I−(CH3OH)7 with hνpump = 4.71 eV and hνprobe = 1.57 eV. (b)
Schematic potential energy surfaces of the anion ground, anion
excited, and neutral states as a function of the angle of the rotating
methanol CO bond and the cluster center.
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shorter, only ∼1−80 ps over this size range for hνpump = 4.71
eV, compared to 300 ps and 3 ns for I¯(H2O)7 and I¯(H2O)10
at the same energy.196 They are however, similar to those
observed in I−(NH3)n clusters.232 While water cluster anions
are adiabatically stable over this size range, methanol and
ammonia cluster anions are not. 46,221 Moreover, the
autodetachment channel is always present, indicating the
methanol cluster anions are adiabatically unbound over this
size range, and the asymptotic (long pump−probe delay)
vertical detachment energies in these experiments are also
small, only 80−320 meV. As with iodide-water clusters, the
photon energy of the pump pulse has a signiﬁcant eﬀect on this
lifetime, dropping by a factor of ∼2.5 as the photon energy is
increased from 4.71 to 5.21 eV for n = 8.197 The (very) low
binding energy of the electron to the methanol cluster results in
a short autodetachment lifetime, as the excess energy is
distributed among the vibrational modes, which can then drive
the electron emission process.
The dynamics subsequent to photoexcitation can be inferred
from analysis of the excited state feature in the spectrum. For n
= 4−11, the VDE drops signiﬁcantly over the ﬁrst ∼400 fs
before rising by as much as 160 meV over the next 1−2 ps.
Then, over the remainder of excited state lifetime, the VDE falls
again by 60−180 meV, indicating a destabilization relative to
the neutral over a characteristic 10−20 ps time scale.231 In
contrast to I−(H2O)n clusters, the changes in vertical
detachment energy at long times are all strongly sizedependent, and thus are due to solvent reorganization. As the
initial I−(CH3OH)n cluster geometry is signiﬁcantly diﬀerent
than the neutral and vertically excited anion clusters owing to
the reorientation of (at least one) methanol about the iodide, it
is expected that this motion should drive the dynamics. Indeed,
the 10−20 ps time scale is consistent with the end-over-end
rotation (half-period) of free methanol, such that the
reorientation of this methanol molecule drives the electron
solvation as the hydrogen bond network is re-established. The
involvement of this rotational mode was also invoked in the
relaxation process of hot ground state solvated electrons in
liquid methanol, resulting in relaxation on a similar time
scale.206−208,210
The I−(CH3OH)n photoelectron measurements231 coincided
with the independent study by Turi on (CH3OH)n− clusters.131
Both groups concluded that the methanol rotation and the
OH···e− interaction play central roles in the solvation process,
despite the obvious diﬀerences in size and manner of electron
attachment. The ﬁnal fate and the degree of the perturbation by
the remaining neutral iodine is unclear in these experiments,
especially because of the reduced lifetime of the methanol
cluster anion formed after charge transfer. An idealized
schematic of the relevant potential energy surfaces for the
halide−methanol clusters is shown in Figure 15b.

water. Femtosecond transient absorption experiments by
Vohringer and co-workers17 have shown that following IR
absorption, the excited state of the electron decays on a sub-100
fs time scale, while the absorption spectrum dynamically
evolves on a slightly longer (150 fs) time scale. These results
were interpreted using a temperature-jump model where the
spectral dynamics arise from cooling of the ground state after
internal conversion, as well as with an equivalent expansion and
contraction of the solvent cavity on the observed time scales.
The cluster analog of the ammoniated electron is thus of
interest, as the solvent is clearly capable of stably trapping an
electron while the ammonia molecule is not. Mass-spectrometric studies on (NH3)n− by Haberland238,239 suggest that it
takes as many as 35 ammonia molecules to collectively bind an
electron. Interestingly, perdeuterated clusters (ND3)n− require
41 cluster units for the anion to be stable. The shape of the
mass spectrum also diﬀers upon deuteration. Kondow and coworkers240 observed similar mass spectra, though with slightly
diﬀerent onsets of anion stabilization (n = 37 for NH3 and n =
43 for ND3). They attribute the isotopic diﬀerence to the eﬀect
of deuteration on the electron capture cross section due to the
coupling of the electron motion to that of the surface
hydrogen/deuterium atoms.241 In 2008, Zewail and coworkers242 produced (NH3)n− clusters as small as n = 13
using a high-pressure pulsed Even-Lavie valve well-known for
producing cold molecular clusters,54 indicating that enthalpy of
vaporization is fairly low.
Bowen and co-workers46 measured photoelectron spectra of
(NH3)n− (41 ≤ n ≤ 1100) and compared their results to both
bulk measurements of ammoniated electrons and a dielectric
model. Their spectra show the same characteristic broad,
featureless structure common to solvated electron PE spectra,
with little variation in shape. Photoelectron spectra of the
smaller clusters produced by Zewail show more structure than
the larger sizes observed by Bowen, owing either to diﬀerent
structural isomers242 or to vibrationally resolved peaks similar
to those seen in smaller water clusters.89,155 Ammonia clusters
were shown to bind the excess electron by 0.32 to 1.05 eV over
the entire range studied by both groups.46,242 Plotting both sets
of VDEs versus the cluster radius (n−1/3), as shown in Figure 4,
yields a slope of −2.41 eV with an intercept (bulk
photoelectron threshold) of 1.25 eV. The measured binding
energy of the electron in bulk ammonia, as mentioned above, is
1.27 eV,236,237 in good agreement with the cluster data. Alkalidoped ammonia clusters have also been studied by Hertel,
Fuke, and co-workers,160,161,243,244 but in contrast to water,
ionization potentials showed a smooth evolution toward the
large (NH3)n IPs measured by Buck.245
Zewail and co-workers242 investigated the excited state of
ammonia cluster anions using time-resolved photoelectron
spectroscopy with a magnetic bottle spectrometer. Speciﬁcally,
they monitored the dynamics on the ground state following
internal conversion of the excited excess electron in (NH3)n− (n
= 20−60). The p ← s transition was excited using an 840 nm
pulse and photoelectrons were detached with a UV probe. An
excited state feature was observed (but not reported) at higher
kinetic energies, which then decays on a ∼150 fs time scale for
this size range. As in their previous experiments with water
clusters,55 they attribute this decay to the internal conversion
lifetime, which compares favorably to the ∼50 fs time scale
measured for the electron in liquid ammonia.17 Diﬀerence
spectra were obtained by subtracting the long-time delay
photoelectron spectrum at each measured delay, allowing for

5. AMMONIA
The solvated electron was ﬁrst detected in ammonia/metal
solutions owing to its strong infrared absorption with a broad
tail extending into the UV that gives rise to the characteristic
blue color ﬁrst observed by Weyl.6,17 Like in water, the electron
in ammonia is thought to occupy a cavity composed of ∼6
ammonia molecules, on average.17 Photoemission of dilute
solutions of alkali233 and transition metals234,235 in ammonia
yields an electron binding energy of 1.27 eV, while studies on
more concentrated solutions yield a higher estimate of 1.45
eV;236,237 both values are signiﬁcantly reduced compared to
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observations made on (NH3)n−. First, the slopes of the VDEs vs
inverse cluster radius do not agree well with those calculated
using eq 6 using liquid ammonia parameters.248 However,
much better agreement is achieved when the dielectric
constants and density of solid ammonia are used.249
Interestingly, the cluster VDEs extrapolate to the bulk liquid
electron binding energy, which could indicate that the
electron’s radius of gyration does not change much between
the liquid and solid states or that the slopes are not sensitive to
the thermodynamic phase of the cluster. Second, Zewail and
co-workers propose that the ground state relaxation in their
time-resolved experiments is governed by more phonon-like
vibrations than librations, consistent with a solid cluster
environment. The damped oscillation seen in the diﬀerence
spectra suggests that a coherent superposition of states is
oscillating on the ground state potential energy surface after
internal conversion and the degree of coherence is suggestive of
a rigid solvation environment.250
The nature of the smaller ammonia cluster anions and the
electron solvation process was elucidated by time-resolved
photoelectron spectroscopy experiments on the charge-transfer
states in I−(NH3)n clusters (n = 4−15).232 The excited states of
these clusters are unstable with respect to electron autodetachment, though this channel was not directly observed because of
the low transmission of slow electrons in the magnetic bottle
spectrometer used in these experiments. As seen in iodidedoped methanol clusters, the lifetime of the I···(NH3)n−* state
is very short, only as large as 50 ps for n = 15, owing to the
instability of the (NH3)n− clusters at this size range.
The VDEs of the excited I−(NH3)n clusters shift by as much
as 200 meV for n = 15 over the ﬁrst 3 ps, indicating stabilization
of the excess charge over time. The spectra also broaden
slightly by ∼20−50 meV within 1 ps, after which they remain
constant, suggesting the majority of the nuclear motion is
complete by that time. That any increase in the VDE is
observed at all suggests that the nuclear conﬁguration of the
solvent cluster around the iodide is not optimal for the excess
electron. The long-time VDEs also agree well with the
calculated binding energies for the weakly bound surface states
predicted to exist at this size range.128 Unlike in water, where
some clusters can support both an internally- and a surfacebound electron, in ammonia clusters there is no internal state at
this size to allow for internalization, so only partial solvation
can occur prior to autodetachment.

detailed analysis of the ground state relaxation dynamics after
the electron undergoes internal conversion. In these diﬀerence
spectra, two features were observed: a relatively strong increase
in signal near the peak of the ground state feature, and a weaker
bleach on the high eKE side. Both of these features decay
within ∼500 fs. The integrated intensity of the increase feature
shows a strongly damped oscillation with a period of 1.6 ps.
The integrated intensities of the ground state depletion feature
for n = 20 and n = 50 are shown in Figure 16.

Figure 16. Integrated intensity of the (NH3)n− transient depletion
features vs pump−probe delay: (a) n = 20 and (b) n = 50. Adapted
with permission from ref 242. Copyright 2006, John Wiley & Sons.

Path-integral Monte Carlo simulations by Klein and coworkers128 on (NH3)n− suggest that the smallest clusters bind
the electrons at the surface, while intermediate clusters could
also support a metastable internalized state prior to decay. No
coexistence of multiple binding motifs was observed in the
photoelectron spectra, however the source conditions were not
sampled in ways that led to the discovery of other isomers in
water89 and methanol.221 Bennemann and co-workers106 found
that collective polarization of the molecular dipoles leads to
stable anionic clusters after about 30 NH3 molecules, while
other computational studies on larger clusters by Jortner and
co-workers172,246 found that stable internal states exist for
clusters larger than n = 32, close to the experimentally observed
onset at n = 35. These studies indicate that the temperature of
the cluster aﬀects the stability of the anion, perhaps suggesting
that liquid ammonia clusters are incapable of stabilizing the
excess charge. A continuum polaron model proposed by
Lakhno and co-workers247 also reproduces the critical cluster
size of n = 35, while metastable structures are predicted for 21
≤ n ≤ 35.
That cluster anions of ∼20−30 ammonia molecules are
metastable is consistent with the mass spectrometry and
photoelectron spectroscopy experiments, where only clusters
produced in cold conditions were observed in that size range.
However, the experiments on colder clusters produced by
Zewail242 suggest that if these structures are metastable, they
could have signiﬁcant lifetimes. The smallest observed clusters
could also, however, arise from fragmentation of the larger
more energetic clusters as they cool in the (collisionless)
molecular beam.
The notion that the clusters produced in the adiabatic
expansion are cold and solid-like is consistent with several

6. ACETONITRILE AND PRIMARY AMIDES
Acetonitrile (CH3CN) has generated signiﬁcant interest due to
its ability to bind excess electrons in two distinct ways
simultaneously. This attiribute has been known since the pulse
radiolysis experiments by Bell, Rogers, and Burrows251 in 1977
where two peaks were attributed to solvated monomer and
dimer anions. As was shown by Kohler252 and Shkrob253
independently in 2002 using two very diﬀerent methods, the
two species are better assigned to a traditional solvated electron
residing in a cavity and a dimer anion. The dimer is highly
distorted with respect to the nuclear conﬁguration of two
separate CH3CN molecules: two acetonitrile molecules are
aligned in an antiparallel arrangement with a ∼120° CCN bond
angle.252−256 The two units share an excess electron between
the low-lying π* orbitals, creating a pseudocovalent bond across
the alpha carbons with a bond order of about 0.6.255 In the gas
phase, the situation is complicated by the ability of acetonitrile
and its smaller clusters to bind an excess electron via the
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charge-dipolar interaction, owing to the high polarity of the
CH3CN molecule (3.92 D).257−259 Calculated structures for
the three diﬀerent species are shown in Figure 17.254

Figure 18. (a) Photoelectron spectra of (CH3CN)n− taken with 3.496
eV photon energy at 100 psig stagnation pressure. Coexistence of
isomers I and II appears at n = 11, after which isomer II rapidly
dominates the spectra. 18b: Hole-burning photoelectron spectrum of n
= 12 and n = 13. Application of 1064 nm photons detaches isomer I
but leaves the isomer II population intact, suggesting they are diﬀerent,
unrelated species. Reprinted with permission from ref 76. Copyright
2003 American Physical Society.

the signal from a more diﬀuse electron will decrease with
increasing photon energy as the overlap diminishes due to the
higher node density in the corresponding free-electron wave
function; the reverse is true for a localized electronic state. As
seen in Figure 18b, isomer I appears to bind the excess electron
in a diﬀuse molecular orbital such as a dipole-bound or solvated
electron cluster state, while isomer II is a more localized state,
as is expected for the dimer anion.
Much computational eﬀort has been devoted to understanding the nature of each anion state and its behavior with
cluster size. Takayanagi254 employed density functional theory
to investigate how small clusters (n = 2−10) bind the electrons
and the eﬀect of solvation. Two stable and distinct isomers
were also observed, with VDEs separated by several electronvolts. The dimer anion was again found in the same geometry,
but it was determined to be unstable with respect to electron
autodetachment until solvation by two additional CH3CN
molecules. An internally bound electron structure was also seen
for the geometry-optimized n = 6 cluster but not for larger
sizes. The structure is shown in Figure 17b. In a separate
study,260 the internally solvated state was observed along with
the dipole-bound state for n = 2 and 3. Dipole-bound states
were observed for n = 2 and 3 but only bind the electron by
∼4−150 meV owing to the increasingly large dipole moments
of these clusters. The symmetric dimer and trimer clusters can
also solvate an electron internally, and despite their low net
dipole moments, these anions have binding energies of several
hundred millielectronvolts. The higher stability of the solvated
electron species compared to the dipole-bound state, along with
the decreased entropy associated with a linear head-to-tail
geometry suggest that the dipole-bound species is not prevalent
at larger sizes.

Figure 17. Diﬀerent binding motifs of an excess electron in acetonitrile
clusters. (a) Dipole-bound anion for (CH3CN)2− in a head-to-tail
arrangement. Reprinted with permission from ref 254. Copyright 2005
American Institute of Physics. (b) Solvated electron structure for
(CH3CN)6− showing the octahedral solvent cavity (isomer I). (c)
Valence bound dimer anion; this anion becomes solvated and lies at
the core of isomer II. Panels b and c reprinted from ref 260 with
permission. Copyright 2006 Elsevier.

Negative ions of acetonitrile clusters (CH3CN)n− (10 ≤ n ≤
100) were ﬁrst observed and characterized by Kaya and coworkers using photoelectron spectroscopy.76 Their spectra
showed that these clusters, like the bulk liquid, exhibit the
coexistence of two distinct binding motifs for an excess electron
with the relative populations of each state evolving with cluster
size. Representative photoelectron spectra are shown in Figure
18a. The more weakly bound isomer (isomer I) appears over
the entire size range and has a binding energy of ∼0.4−1.0 eV.
The second species (isomer II) is seen at slightly larger sizes
and is bound by ∼2.2−2.8 eV over the size range studied.
Acetonitrile isomer II appears with very low intensity at n = 11,
but quickly grows to be the dominant feature in the kinetic
energy spectra, becoming nearly equal in intensity to isomer I
by n = 12. By n = 30, the signal from isomer II dwarfs that from
isomer I, though the latter is still present and persists out to n =
100. The hole-burning spectra in Figure 18b clearly show two
independent isomers and link each to its bulk counterpart on
the basis of its photodetachment cross section. Because this
cross section depends on the kinetic energy of the free electron,
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due to evaporation of either a CH3CN monomer or the neutral
iodine, both of which stabilize the cluster by about the same
energy (∼50 meV).76,196
Takayanagi has also studied the dynamics of electron
attachment to small CH3CN clusters using mixed quantumclassical MD simulations265 for clusters as large as n = 100. He
ﬁnds that the electron initially associates with the shallow
potential local minima on the cluster surface before it is
stabilized by solvent motions over the next ∼10 ps, at which
point the electron is stably internally solvated. Accordingly,
internalization is favorable over surface solvation for all cluster
sizes of this solvent in this study, except at very low
temperatures (∼5 K).
Motivated by the identiﬁcation of the quasi-bound dimer
anion excited state, Head-Gordon and co-workers256 have
recently investigated its nature and the mechanism for excitedstate autodetachment. The relevant potential energy surfaces
are shown schematically in Figure 19. In support of previous

The association of the two gas phase isomers with their bulk
counterparts is supported by time-resolved photoelectron
imaging studies by Neumark and co-workers91 in which the
presence of a metastable excited state of isomer II was found
near the bulk absorption maximum for the dimer anion in
clusters of n = 20−50. The excited clusters undergo vibrational
autodetachment upon excitation at 800 nm, which is red-shifted
from the transition in the bulk as expected for smaller
aggregates. This peak was only observable because photoelectron imaging is sensitive to low-energy electrons. The
excited state lifetime of these clusters was determined to be
∼200−300 fs, showing no clear size dependence. Photoelectron
angular distributions also support the isomer assignments
qualitatively, as direct detachment from isomer I was
asymmetric, with β2 ≈ 0.60, indicating the molecular orbital
has signiﬁcant spherical symmetry. Detachment from isomer II
gave lower anisotropy values (β2 ≈ 0.35), suggesting the
HOMO undergoes more s−p mixing than for isomer I, as
would be expected with the pseudocovalent bond in the dimer
anion.255
Neumark and co-workers also investigated electron solvation
after CTTS excitation of I¯(CH3CN)n (n = 5−10).261 These
clusters represent an interesting counterpoint to the I−(H2O)n
system, for which the iodide ion is generally regarded to be
located at the water cluster surface.262 Similar to the excess
electron in (CH3CN)n− isomer I, iodide is thought to be
internally solvated within the cluster. Photoelectron experiments on I−(CH3CN)n out to n = 55 by Cheshnovsky and coworkers263 show that the solvent stabilization energy for
I−(CH3CN)n levels out signiﬁcantly around n = 12, indicating a
closure of the ﬁrst solvation shell. They ﬁnd good agreement
between their VDEs and calculated (classical) electrostatic
stabilization energies for cluster structures with the iodide at the
center with the CH3 groups directed toward it. Although the
solvation shell is not closed in the size range considered by
Neumark, iodide is still expected to be internally solvated based
on calculations by Takayanagi.264
Following UV excitation of the CTTS band, the VDE is
observed to drop over the ﬁrst 300−400 fs, then rise
biexponentially on 1−2 ps and 100−150 ps time scales. The
excited clusters can decay by autodetachment, as (CH3CN)n−
isomer I clusters are not adiabatically stable until n = 10.76
However, the excited state lifetimes are rather long, as the
autodetachment signal does not recover and the excited state
signal does not decay over the experimental window of 200 ps.
Given these long lifetimes, the asymptotic (long-time) VDEs
can give an estimate of the binding energies of the nascent
(CH3CN)n¯ clusters. These binding energies increase with
cluster size and extrapolate reasonably to the binding energies
for n = 10−12 observed by Kaya,76 suggesting that the ﬁnal
state of these experiments is an internally bound electron. The
changes in the VDEs are interpreted as arising from the
electron being ejected from the internally solvated iodide to a
diﬀuse state inside the solvent cavity, and the subsequent
solvent motions necessary to stabilize the electron within the
cluster. The iodine is either ejected from the cluster or weakly
perturbs the system. Indeed, simulations by Takayanagi264
showed that photoexcitation of smaller I−(CH3CN)n clusters
causes the charge to transfer to within the cavity, which then
contracts as the iodine is driven out of the cluster within the
ﬁrst 800 fs, leaving I + (CH3CN)n−. The ∼1−2 ps rise-time of
the VDE is interpreted as the time scale of the solvent
reorganization, while the longer 100−150 ps decrease is likely

Figure 19. Schematic potential energy surfaces for the acetonitrile
dimer anion excited state (left), ground state (middle), and neutral,
antiparallel conﬁgurations (right). Adapted from ref 256.

studies, they ﬁnd the most stable way to bind an excess electron
is through the valence-bound dimer anion, the 2Ag− state in
Figure 19. They also identiﬁed a quasi-bound 2Bu− excited state
about 2 eV above the ground state. Their calculations show that
solvation lowers the excitation energy to 1.63 eV, near the
experimentally measured value of 1.57 eV. Presumably this
band is broad, since in the experiments the same frequency was
used to excite a wide cluster size range (n = 20−50) while the
laser bandwidth itself was around 50 meV.91 The anion excited
state minimum energy structure is only slightly diﬀerent from
that of the ground state: the αC distance is shorter and the
CCN bond angle is further distorted by ∼7°. Considering these
geometries and that of the neutral 1Ag0 state (two antiparallel
CH3 CN molecules), the important normal modes for
autodetachment appear to be the αC distance and the CCN
bond angles. Assuming only motion along these coordinates, an
autodetachment lifetime was calculated. Vertical excitation to
this state from the dimer anion ground state with 1.57 eV
generates a wavepacket on the excited surface with the largest
contribution from the v = 5 vibrational state. The autodetachment lifetimes can then be estimated as the product of the
dissociative mode frequency and the integrated probability
density of the v = 5 state beyond the 2Bu−−1Ag0 seam. These
lifetimes are approximately ∼430 fs, in good agreement with
the measured values91 of 200−300 fs.
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Cluster anions composed of primary amides such as
formamide (CHONH2 ), acetamide (CH3 CONH 2), and
propionamide (C2H5CONH2), also exhibit two coexisting
binding motifs similar to those in acetonitrile cluster anions.
Maeyama et al.77,78 investigated these species using a magnetic
bottle photoelectron spectrometer and in each case observed
cluster anions with two distinct states and size-dependent
relative populations. The origins of each state were assigned on
the basis of photodetachment cross sections and density
functional calculations. The two states in the (formamide)n−
spectra are more than 1 eV apart, with the higher binding
energy peak dominating for all but one cluster size (n = 9). As
with (CH3CN)n−, the lower binding energy features are
attributed to a solvated electron state, and higher binding
energy states to covalently bound anions. Photodetachment
from the low binding energy isomer was also seen to be more
eﬃcient from the fast fraction of the mass packet, suggesting
that this species is formed shortly after electron attachment,
while the more tightly bound isomer forms after a nonadiabatic
transition. As discussed above, the photoelectron spectra of
acetonitrile cluster anions are dominated by the dimer anion for
n ≥ 13. However, for formamide cluster anions, the relative
populations are much more similar over a larger range.
Both (acetamide)n− and (propionamide)n− also bind the
excess electron in multiple ways, however none of these appears
to be a candidate for a solvated electron. Density functional
calculations show that peaks in the photoelectron spectra are
consistent with the electron binding to the clusters through
collective multipolar interactions in either a “straight” or a
“folded” arrangement of the hydrogen bond network. This
situation is more similar to that of cluster anions of aromatic
solvent molecules, such as pyridine and anthracene, discussed
in the next section.

Figure 20. Time-of-ﬂight mass spectrum of (benzene)n− using (a)
tunable low energy electron impact ionization and (b) high-energy
electron impact ionization. Smaller clusters are observed in the low
impact energy mass spectrum due to fragmentation of the larger, hot
clusters. Reprinted with permission from ref 48. Copyright 2002
American Institute of Physics.

7. BENZENE, TOLUENE, AND OTHER AROMATIC
SOLVENTS
While the majority of solvated electron studies have been
conducted in polar or weakly polar solvents, excess electrons
can be stabilized by aggregates of nonpolar molecules. Kaya and
co-workers48 have studied the negative ions of benzene (C6H6)
and toluene (C7H8) clusters to this end and analyzed their
results in the context of an electrostatic model. These
(benzene)n− and (toluene)n− clusters were each investigated
using two diﬀerent ionization techniques: a thermal electron
source provided high-energy electron impacts, while photoelectric emission from an irradiated Y2O3 disk provided very
low (∼0.3 eV) kinetic energy electrons for direct association
with the clusters. For large sizes, there were no signiﬁcant
diﬀerences in the TOF cluster distribution, with the clusters
resolvable up to n = 200. The low energy method produced
anionic clusters starting at n = 53 for benzene and n = 25 for
toluene, in stark contrast to (H2O)n− which begins with the
water dimer anion. The higher impact energy method, however,
generated clusters as small as n = 2−10. These were assigned to
fragmentation of the larger clusters which had been given more
internal energy from the capture of faster electrons, for
example, (benzene)m− → (benzene)n− + (m−n)(benzene). The
smaller fragments are likely metastable on the time scale of
their experiment, as they could not be produced directly.
Representative mass spectra are shown in Figure 20.
Neither benzene nor toluene molecules stably bind an excess
electron at the minimum energy neutral geometry, as their
vertical electron aﬃnities are both negative.266,267 However, it is

unknown if there is a geometry that would produce a positive
adiabatic electron aﬃnity. Dissociative electron association
studies268 have shown a resonance around 0.3 eV for benzene,
which suggests the smaller clusters could be a distorted benzene
anion stabilized by solvation. If this state exists it is likely shortlived as these clusters are not produced by the direct ionization
method.
Photoelectron spectroscopy48 of these cluster anions shows
that in both cases the excess electron is only weakly bound to
the nonpolar clusters, having a binding energy of only 0.568 ±
0.020 eV for (benzene)124¯ and 0.630 ± 0.021 eV for
(toluene)139¯, the largest of these clusters measured. Extrapolation of these VDEs yields bulk values of 0.84 and 0.90 eV,
respectively (see Figure 4). These values are lower than all
other solvated electron clusters considered to bind the electron
internally, speciﬁcally water and methanol, but are comparable
to ammonia. The appearance of the smaller metastable clusters
suggests the presence of shallow potential wells in or around
the cluster. Because there is no strong permanent dipole for
either molecule (toluene has a weak dipole moment of 0.37
D259), large, nearly spherical clusters will also have almost no
net polarity. Thus polarization and higher-order multipolar
eﬀects must come into play in order to bind the excess electron.
Other eﬀects, such as a charge-resonance leading to a dimer
anion core have also been examined, but the success of the
dielectric continuum model suggests a more diﬀuse state. Only
small adjustments to the solvent molecule hard-sphere radius
need to be made to give excellent quantitative agreement
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Extrapolation yields a bulk VDE of 3.10 ± 0.03 eV. This
number is consistent with photoelectron spectroscopy of liquid
THF jets at room temperature,280 suggesting that the larger
clusters possess a liquid structure. The slopes and intercepts
calculated from dielectric continuum theory do not quantitatively reproduce the experimental data, even when corrected for
the lower temperature of the anion beam using temperaturedependent parameters. Importantly, the VDE for (THF)6¯ is
1.96 eV, much higher than for other comparably sized solvent
cluster anions. For example, (H2O)15¯ has a VDE of ∼0.91
eV,177 while (benzene)53¯ is even lower, around 0.47 eV.48 The
slope of VDEs versus n−1/3 is also fairly small, about −1.74 eV
which implies that additional solvent molecules do not have a
large eﬀect on stabilizing the excess charge (compare this to
∼5.7−6.6 eV for water clusters).
The propensity for neat THF in the bulk to form positively
polarized cavities suggests that suﬃciently large neutral clusters
should do the same thing. These voids can act as pre-existing
traps for the electrons to be readily attached, requiring little
orientational relaxation. The small slope and large VDE of the
ﬁrst identiﬁable THF solvated electron cluster are consistent
with this idea, since the neutral structure would not be largely
perturbed by the electron, and thus not be largely stabilized by
additional solvent molecules. Failure of the continuum model is
also expected in this situation, since the void structure in the
liquid is inherently molecular in nature, owing to the frustrated
packing of the rings. The lack of other isomers is also consistent
with deep, pre-existing potential energy wells accessible to the
electron after attachment.
More insight on the solvent structure and solvation process
can be obtained from time-resolved experiments on the excited
state and charge-transfer dynamics along with high quality
computational studies. Recent photoelectron spectroscopy
work in conjunction with MD/ab initio calculations on
I−(THF)n clusters119 shows that beginning around n = 7−9
the iodide becomes only partially embedded within the cluster
due to the ineﬃcient packing of the solvent. This incomplete
solvent shell persists at least to the n = 20−30 range. CTTS
states have also been observed for clusters as small as n = 4,
laying the stage for charge transfer studies in the near future.
The eﬀect of the solvent packing on the excited state and
charge transfer dynamics and the possibility of the excited state
wave function penetrating into secondary solvent cavities is of
particular interest.274

between the experiment and DC theory using dielectric values
for liquid benzene and toluene. An increase in the radius from
3.0 to 3.2 Å reproduces the correct slope, indicating that the
clusters are at a lower density than expected. This is likely a
common phenomenon in solvent cluster anions as the solvent
structure changes slightly to accommodate the equilibrium
charge distribution.46 As Kaya and co-workers note, the fact
that the dielectric continuum models produce relatively good
agreement for both of these solvents is interesting considering
that the eﬀective radii are sensitive to temperature and density,
while the dielectric constants are not.
Photoelectron spectra of cluster anions comprising other
aromatic species (naphthalene, anthracene, pyridine, pyrimidine) have been examined to look for possible solvated electron
clusters. However, these solvents tend to bind the excess
electron to the valence orbitals of one or two molecules which
then become solvated themselves, similar to the case of the
acetonitrile dimer anion (isomer II). For example, negative ions
of pyridine269 and naphthalene270 clusters both consist of a
solvated monomer anion core, while pyrazine 271 and
anthracene272 can have the charge localized on dimer or trimer
anions, and thus are not true solvated electron clusters.

8. TETRAHYDROFURAN
Electron solvation in tetrahydrofuran (THF, C4H8O) has been
studied extensively by transient absorption experiments and
mixed quantum/classical simulations. THF is “weakly polar” in
that it has a small static dielectric constant but has a sizable
permanent dipole (1.64−1.75 D in liquid).259,273 This,
combined with its unique liquid structure dramatically aﬀects
the way in which electrons are solvated within the ether. The
ring structure of THF makes packing ineﬃcient and leads to
large pockets of empty space between the solvent molecules,
which act as preformed cavities for the electrons to occupy
without vastly disrupting the solvent structure. Molecular
dynamics simulations274 predict and neutron scattering experiments275 show that these voids can be between 2 and 5 Å
across (atom-to-atom) and are partially positively polarized.
Experimentally, the excess electron in THF is generated by
CTTS excitation from a solvated inorganic ion. Transient
absorption experiments by the groups of Schwartz and Ruhman
have employed the chemically exotic alkali metal anions M¯ to
this eﬀect.276,277 Schwartz and co-workers278,279 have also
utilized iodide as a source for electrons to investigate the eﬀect
of diﬀerent symmetry of the CTTS state on the relaxation
dynamics.
While extensive studies on the nature of the solvated electron
excited state and its relaxation have been carried out, less
attention has focused on the binding energy of the ground state
and the minimum number of solvent molecules needed to
support it. To this end, Neumark and co-workers92 studied the
photoelectron spectra of (THF)n− (1 ≤ n ≤ 100). Beyond n ≥
6 the spectra take on the typical broad, asymmetric line shape
of solvated electron clusters. Importantly, no other isomers
were observed when the source conditions were modiﬁed as
was seen for water and methanol cluster anions. The smaller
clusters (n = 1−5) in the mass spectrum likely arise from
fragmentation of the larger aggregates, similar to what Kaya and
co-workers suggested for the presence of small benzene and
toluene cluster anions when using a similar anion cluster
source.48
The VDEs versus n−1/3 are shown along with the other
solvents and measured bulk binding energies in Figure 4.

9. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
We have presented much of the recent work on the dynamics
of excess electrons in solvent clusters, along with less
comprehensive discussions of their spectroscopy and structure.
Anionic solvent cluster binding energies and geometries can be
elucidated using a variety of theoretical and spectroscopic
techniques, the results of which are fundamental to the
understanding of the dynamics of excess electrons in those
systems. These studies provide a crucial complement to
condensed phase work and give important insight and
molecular level detail not available in the liquid phase.
Forthcoming experiments on solvated electrons in clusters
will focus on a variety of diﬀerent avenues. As shown by Beyer
and co-workers,281 the reactivity of the solvated electron can be
studied directly in the gas phase using the solvent cluster anion
as a size-tunable solvent environment. These experiments
suggest that the role of solvated electron in low-energy DNA
damage can be elucidated by doping a water cluster with a
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DNA base and then injecting an electron by photoinduced
charge transfer while monitoring the cluster binding energy.
Recently, the observation of water cluster dianions was
reported by Cheshnovsky and co-workers,176 which are
proposed as gas-phase analogs to the solvated dielectron
system. Calculations show the two electrons to have
signiﬁcantly diﬀerent binding energies owing to the Coulomb
repulsion between the charges. One-photon and time-resolved
photoelectron spectroscopy studies on these dianions are of
considerable interest.
The advent of photoelectron spectroscopy of liquid microjets8,41 has allowed for the connection between solvent cluster
anions and bulk solvated electrons to be directly addressed.
Future experiments on the dynamics of internal conversion in
water are of signiﬁcant interest, as well as exploring electron
binding in other solvents. Advances in free electron and tabletop laser technology will no doubt enable more sensitive probes
to the local solvation environment within the cluster, while
increases in time-resolution will penetrate deeper into the
earliest stages of the relaxation and solvation processes. New
and more advanced pseudopotentials will allow for greater
detail into the solvation process itself in many clusters to be
seen, while increasingly powerful computers will extend the
range of tractable sizes.
Solvent cluster anions and the related species considered
here are an important paradigm in cluster science, addressing
the key issue of how the spectroscopy and dynamics of the
solvated electron evolve from ﬁnite systems as the bulk limit is
approached. Experimental and theoretical investigations of this
problem are likely to be a fruitful and rewarding endeavor for
quite some time.
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